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PART 16. DIRECT METHODS
Chapter 16.1. Ab initio phasing
G. M. Sheldrick, C. J. Gilmore, H. A. Hauptman, C. M. Weeks, R. Miller and I. Usón
16.1.1. Introduction

(1990): Experience with a large number of structures has led us to
formulate the empirical rule that, if fewer than half the number of
theoretically measurable reﬂections in the range 1.1 to 1.2 Å are
‘observed’ [i.e. have F > 4(F)], it is very unlikely that the structure
can be solved by direct methods. This critical ratio may be reduced
somewhat for centrosymmetric structures and structures containing heavy atoms.
Morris and Bricogne (2003) offer valuable structural insights
into this rule that are instructive for this chapter. By examining
the averaged squared normalized structure-factor amplitudes of
more than 700 high-resolution (<2.0 Å) structures as a function
of data resolution, they found that there is always a pronounced
maximum around 1.1 Å, a smaller one around 2.1 Å, and a
further pronounced one at ~4.5 Å as shown in Fig. 16.1.1.1. The
shape of these curves can be related back to a sinc function
transformation which links the intensities of normalized
structure-factor proﬁles and the radial pair distribution function.
The peak at 1.1 Å can be shown to arise from bonded distances of
~1.5 Å and non-bonded distances of ~2.4 Å; every protein can be
shown to contain distance beats of 1.1 Å arising from these. The
net result is a systematic reduction in the expectation value of |E|2
to about 1.25 Å and only then does it rise again. At 1.1–1.2 Å, the
resolution is sufﬁcient to reproduce a radial distance distribution
with suitably separated peaks, and this gives not only atomicity,
but also the stereochemical regularities necessary for the
successful application of direct methods. To exacerbate matters
further, the fundamental equations of direct methods have
variances with a 1/N1/2 dependence, where N is the number of
atoms in the unit cell. Morris and Bricogne make the matter
clear: direct methods in their current formulation will always
struggle with macromolecular data. This said, however, there are
two signiﬁcant and general uses of direct methods in macromolecular crystallography:

Ab initio methods for solving the crystallographic phase problem
rely on diffraction amplitudes alone and do not require prior
knowledge of any atomic positions. General features that are not
speciﬁc to the structure in question (e.g. the presence of -helices,
disulﬁde bridges or solvent regions) can, however, be utilized. For
the last four decades, most small-molecule structures have been
routinely solved by direct methods, a class of ab initio methods in
which probabilistic phase relations are used to derive reﬂection
phases from the measured amplitudes. The direct solution of new
macromolecular structures in this way has, however, been limited
to a few special cases involving relatively small macromolecules,
unusually high-resolution data and, often, the presence of heavier
atoms [which might also have been suitable for single-wavelength
anomalous diffraction (SAD) or multiple-wavelength anomalous
diffraction (MAD) phasing]. However, the same procedures can
be applied at much lower resolution for the location of heavyatom substructures, an essential step in the experimental phasing
of macromolecules in the widely used SAD, single isomorphous
replacement including anomalous scattering (SIRAS), multiple
isomorphous replacement (MIR) and MAD methods. Indeed,
substructure-based phasing now accounts for most directmethods applications to macromolecules. Since three closely
related dual-space direct methods computer programs (SnB,
SHELXD and HySS) are currently used in the large majority
of such applications, we will concentrate on this approach and
then describe more brieﬂy some other promising approaches,
including one that does not require high-resolution data, a
related molecule as search fragment or heavier atoms and should,
therefore, be applicable to at least a quarter of the protein
structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).

16.1.1.1. Data resolution
Direct methods of crystal structure determination have wholly
transformed small-molecule crystallography in the past two
decades. The same cannot be said for macromolecular crystallography, although there have been very signiﬁcant advances in
the area of substructure determination. The reasons for the
success with small molecules are:
(1) automatic and easy to use software is readily and freely
available [e.g. SHELXS and SHELXD (Sheldrick, 1990,
2008; Usón & Sheldrick, 1999), SnB (Miller et al., 1994;
Weeks & Miller, 1999a), SIR2004 (Burla et al., 2005), and
SUPERFLIP (Palatinus & Chapuis, 2007)];
(2) the high quality and, in particular, high resolution of data now
collected from both laboratory sources and synchrotron
facilities; and
(3) data sets are complete with few missing reﬂections.

Figure 16.1.1.1

Why do data resolution and data quality matter? To understand this, we need to examine a rule proposed by Sheldrick

Averaged squared normalized structure-factor amplitudes over 700
protein structures with standard deviations calculated from the
population of individual |E|2 proﬁles (from Morris & Bricogne, 2003).
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Figure 16.1.1.2
(a) Mean phase error as a function of resolution for the two independent ab initio SHELXD solutions of the previously unsolved protein hirustasin.
Either the 1.2 Å or the 1.4 Å native data set led to solution of the structure. (b) Part of the hirustasin molecule from the 1.4 Å room-temperature data
after one round of B-value reﬁnement with ﬁxed coordinates.

(1) Ab initio structure solution with atomic resolution data: the
whole crystal structure solution is required with most of the
atomic sites sufﬁciently deﬁned for least-squares reﬁnement.
Sheldrick’s rule applies rigorously here with very few
exceptions in the literature. There have been isolated
successes at lower resolutions, but these mostly involved the
presence of heavier atoms or data with truncated resolution
from crystals that would have diffracted further.
(2) Substructure solution: the determination of the positions of
the heavy atoms only (often Se from selenomethionine, but
also quite frequently heavy-atom salts, complexes and clusters). Sheldrick’s rule is substantially relaxed and structure
solutions at data resolutions of 5–6 Å are possible. This
follows from the arguments of Morris and Bricogne: the
distance beats of 1.1 Å are irrelevant to the substructure. By
focusing on the heavy atoms, the complexity of the structure
is much reduced, the distance between atoms is larger and the
solution of the phase problem becomes easier.

16.1.1.2. Data completeness
The relative effects of accuracy, completeness and resolution
on Shake-and-Bake success rates using SnB for three large P1
structures were studied by computing error-free data using the
known atomic coordinates (Xu et al., 2000). The results of these
studies, presented in Table 16.1.1.1, show that experimental error
contributed nothing of consequence to the low success rates for
vancomycin and lysozyme. However, completing the vancomycin
data up to the maximum measured resolution of 0.97 Å resulted
in a substantial increase in success rate which was further
improved to an astounding success rate of 80% when the data
were expanded to 0.85 Å. As a result of problems with overloaded reﬂections, the experimental vancomycin data did not
include any data at 10 Å resolution or lower. A total of 4000
reﬂections were phased in the process of solving this structure
with the experimental data. Some of these data were then
replaced with the largest error-free magnitudes chosen from the
missing reﬂections at several different resolution limits. The
results in Table 16.1.1.2 show a tenfold increase in success rate
when only 200 of the largest missing magnitudes were supplied,
and it made no difference whether these reﬂections had a
maximum resolution of 2.8 Å or were chosen randomly from the
whole 0.97 Å sphere. The moral of this story is that, when
collecting synchrotron data for direct methods, it pays to take a
second pass using a shorter exposure time to ﬁll in the lowresolution data.

The importance of the presence of several atoms heavier
than oxygen for increasing the chance of obtaining a solution
by the program SnB at resolutions less than 1.2 Å was noticed
for truncated data from vancomycin and the 289-atom structure
of conotoxin EpI (Weeks & Miller, 1999b). The results of
SHELXD application to hirustasin, which contains ten sulfur
and 457 carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the asymmetric
unit, are consistent with this (Usón et al., 1999). The 55amino-acid protein hirustasin could be solved by SHELXD
using either 1.2 Å low-temperature data or 1.4 Å roomtemperature data. However, as shown in Fig. 16.1.1.2(a), the
mean phase error (MPE) is signiﬁcantly better for the
1.2 Å data over the whole resolution range. Although smallmolecule interpretation based on peak positions worked well
for the 1.2 Å solution (overall MPE ¼ 18 ), standard protein
chain tracing was required for the 1.4 Å solution (overall
MPE ¼ 26 ). As is clear from the corresponding electrondensity map (Fig. 16.1.1.2b), SHELXD produced easily interpreted protein density even when bonded atoms are barely
resolved from each other.

16.1.1.3. Summary
The basic theory underlying direct methods has been summarized in an excellent chapter (Giacovazzo, 2008) in International Tables for Crystallography Volume B (Chapter 2.2) to
which the reader is referred for details. Sufﬁce it for this chapter
to say that classical direct methods attempt to reconstruct the
missing phase information using native data alone by utilizing
direct relationships between the crystallographic phases without
any a priori structural information.
From a historical perspective, the ﬁrst successful applications
of direct methods to native data for structures that could legiti-
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Table 16.1.1.1

Table 16.1.2.1

Success rates for three P1 structures illustrate the importance of using
complete data to the highest possible resolution

Theoretical values pertaining to jEj’s

Atoms
Completeness (%)
Resolution (Å)
Parameter shift
Success rates (%)
Experimental
Error-free
Error-free complete
Error-free complete
extended to 0.85 Å

Vancomycin

Alpha-1

Lysozyme

547
80.2
0.97
112.5 , 1

471
85.6
0.90
90 , 2

1200
68.3
0.85
90 , 2

0.25
0.2
14
80

14
19
29
42

0
0
0.8
—

2

Average jE j
Average jjE2 j  1j
Average jE j
jE j > 1 (%)
jE j > 2 (%)
jE j > 3 (%)

Noncentrosymmetric

1.000
0.968
0.798
32.0
5.0
0.3

1.000
0.736
0.886
36.8
1.8
0.01

future. Similarly, the combination of direct methods with
multiple-beam diffraction might also play a role (Weckert et al.,
1993).

References: vancomycin: Loll et al. (1998); alpha-1: Privé et al. (1999); lysozyme: Deacon et al.
(1998).

16.1.2. Normalized structure-factor magnitudes

Table 16.1.1.2
Improving success rates by ‘completing’ the vancomycin data
Error-free reﬂections added

Success rate (%)

0
100
200
200
400
800

0.25
0.3
2.1
2.4
8.2
11.1

(3.5 Å)
(2.8 Å)
(0.97 Å)
(1.3 Å)
(1.1 Å)

Centrosymmetric

For purposes of direct-methods computations, the usual structure
factors, FH , are replaced by the normalized structure factors
(Hauptman & Karle, 1953),
EH ¼ jEH j expði’H Þ;
 
1
k exp Biso ðsin Þ2 =2
jFH jmeas
jFH j
jEH j ¼ 
;
 ¼
 PN 2 1=2
2 1=2
jFH j
"H j¼1 fj
ð16:1:2:1Þ

mately be regarded as small macromolecules came from the
Shake-and-Bake method and the associated SnB software
(Weeks et al., 1993). The distinctive feature of this procedure is
the repeated and unconditional alternation of reciprocal-space
phase reﬁnement (‘shaking’) with a complementary real-space
process that seeks to improve phases by applying constraints
(‘baking’). The ﬁrst previously unknown structures determined
by Shake-and-Bake were two forms of the 100-atom peptide
ternatin (Miller et al., 1993) and, so far, the largest previously
unsolved structure solved by direct methods with no atom
heavier than oxygen is probably feglymycin, with 1026 unique
non-hydrogen atoms and data to 1.10 Å resolution (Bunkóczi et
al., 2005).
Using direct methods and accurately measured data, it is now
possible to solve heavy-atom substructures of well over 100
atoms. For a state-of-the-art example, see von Delft et al. (2003),
where a substructure of 160 Se atoms was solved in the productbound E. coli KPHMT using SnB. A total of 120 sites were
correctly located, allowing the remainder to be located by
SHARP (de La Fortelle & Bricogne, 1997); in later tests,
SHELXD was able to ﬁnd 152 of the sites. For a review of the
phase problem in the context of other developments, the reader is
referred to a general overview by Dauter (2006).
The present chapter focuses on those aspects of direct methods
that have proven useful for larger molecules (more than 250
independent non-H atoms) or are unique to the macromolecular
ﬁeld. These include direct-methods applications that utilize
anomalous-dispersion measurements or multiple diffraction
patterns [i.e. single isomorphous replacement (SIR), SAD and
MAD] to locate substructures at resolutions typically in the
range 2.0–3.5 Å, although lower-resolution data are sometimes
adequate. A formal integration of the probabilistic machinery of
direct methods with isomorphous replacement and anomalous
dispersion was initiated in 1982 (Hauptman, 1982a,b). Although
practical applications of this and subsequent related theory have
been limited so far, this approach might prove relevant in the

where the angle brackets indicate probabilistic or statistical
expectation values, the jEH j and jFH j are structure-factor magnitudes, the ’H are the corresponding phases, k is the absolute
scaling factor for the measured magnitudes, Biso is an overall
isotropic atomic mean-square displacement parameter, the fj are
the atomic scattering factors for the N atoms in the unit cell, and
the "H  1 are factors that account for multiple enhancement of
the average intensities for certain special reﬂection classes due to
space-group symmetry (Shmueli & Wilson, 2008). The condition
hjEj2 i ¼ 1 is always imposed. Unlike hjFH ji, which decreases as
sinðÞ= increases, the values of hjEH ji are constant for concentric
resolution shells. Thus, the normalization process places all
reﬂections on a common basis, and this is a great advantage with
regard to the probability distributions that form the foundation
for direct methods. Normalizing a set of reﬂections by means of
equation (16.1.2.1) does not require any information about
atomic positions. However, if some structural information, such
as the conﬁguration, orientation, or position of certain atomic
groupings, is available, then this information can be applied to
obtain a better model for the expected intensity distribution
(Main, 1976). The distribution of values is, in principle and often
in practice, independent of the unit-cell size and contents, but it
does depend on whether a centre of symmetry is present, as
shown in Table 16.1.2.1.
Direct-methods applications having the objective of locating
SIR or SAD substructures require the computation of normalized difference structure-factor magnitudes, jE j. This can, for
example, be accomplished with the following series of programs
from Blessing’s data-reduction and error-analysis routines
(DREAR): LEVY and EVAL for structure-factor normalization
as speciﬁed by equation (16.1.2.1) (Blessing et al., 1996),
LOCSCL for local scaling of the SIR and SAD magnitudes
(Matthews & Czerwinski, 1975; Blessing, 1997), and DIFFE for
computing the actual difference magnitudes (Blessing & Smith,
1999). The SnB program (see Section 16.1.12.4) provides a
convenient interface to the DREAR suite.
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16.1.2.1. SIR differences
Given the individual normalized structure-factor magnitudes
for native structures ðjEnat jÞ and for structures containing heavy
atoms ðjEder jÞ, as well as the atomic scattering factors j fj j ¼
0
00
0
00
j fj0 þ fj þ ifj j ¼ ½ð fj0 þ fj Þ2 þ ð fj Þ2 1=2 which allow for the
possibility of anomalous scattering, then greatest-lower-bound
estimates of SIR difference-E magnitudes are


P   1=2
 PNder  2 1=2

Nnat  2
 fj 

jEder j 
jEnat j
j¼1
j¼1 fj

jE j ¼
;
PNder
 PNnat

2
2 1=2
q
j¼1 j fj j 
j¼1 j fj j
ð16:1:2:2Þ
2

4

where q ¼ q0 expðq1 s þ q2 s Þ is a least-squares-ﬁtted empirical
renormalization scaling function, dependent on sinðÞ=, that
imposes the condition hjE j2 i ¼ 1 and serves to deﬁne q0 ; q1
and q2 .
16.1.2.2. SAD differences

Figure 16.1.3.1
The conditional probability distribution, PðHK Þ, of the three-phase
structure invariants, HK , having associated parameters AHK with values
of 0, 1, 2, 4 and 6. When A ’ 0, all values of HK are equally likely, and
no information useful for phase determination is available. However, the
sum of the three phases for most invariants with A ’ 6 is close to 0 , and
an estimate of one phase can be made if the other two are known.

Given Friedel pairs of normalized structure-factor magnitudes
0
00
ðjEþH j; jEH jÞ and the atomic scattering factors (f 0, fj and fj ),
then the greatest-lower-bound estimates of SAD difference jEj’s
are
 PN
0 2
00 2 1=2
0
kEþH j  jEH k
j¼1 ð fj þ fj Þ þ ð fj Þ
; ð16:1:2:3Þ
jE j ¼
 PN
00 2 1=2
2q j¼1 ð fj Þ

and is, therefore, solvable in principle. This overdetermination
implies the existence of relationships among the E’s and, since
the magnitudes jEj are presumed to be known, there exist
identities among the phases that are dependent on the known
magnitudes alone. The techniques of probability theory lead to
the joint probability distributions of arbitrary collections of E
from which the conditional probability distributions of selected
sets of phases, given the values of suitably chosen magnitudes jEj,
may be inferred.

where, again, q is an empirical renormalization scaling function
that imposes the condition hjE j2 i ¼ 1.
In the case of MAD data, the anomalous differences for all
wavelengths can be combined in the form of FA structure factors
as described in Chapter 14.2 of this volume by Smith &
Hendrickson. In the SHELX system, the program SHELXC
prepares the |FA| values and the phase shifts  for SAD, SIR,
SIRAS, RIP (radiation-damage-induced phasing) and MAD
experimental phasing (Sheldrick, 2008, 2010), and the corresponding |EA| values are derived by SHELXD.

16.1.3.1. Structure invariants
The magnitude-dependent entities that constitute the foundation of direct methods are linear combinations of phases called
structure invariants. The term ‘structure invariant’ stems from the
fact that the values of these quantities are independent of the
choice of origin. The most useful of the structure invariants are
the three-phase or triplet invariants,

16.1.2.3. Difference intensities and direct methods
There are, of course, difﬁculties with normalized difference
intensities. Direct methods normalize the data to give difference
E magnitudes, and the macromolecular temperature factors
incorporated in this process can be a source of error. The
temperature-factor correction, often large for macromolecules,
can take small, statistically dubious, amplitude differences at high
resolution when working with anomalous difference data and
magnify them into large normalized structure-factor differences
that are then used in direct methods. These methods are very
sensitive to such errors and will often fail unless a suitable
resolution truncation limit is imposed. Usually this is around
0.5 Å larger than the experimental diffraction limit of the data or
up to the resolution shell with I/(I) = 10. Morris et al. (2004)
have extended their work on proﬁles to devise a method of
normalization based on hjEj2 i proﬁles, and this should be more
robust than traditional methods.

HK ¼ ’H þ ’K þ ’HK ;

ð16:1:3:1Þ

the conditional probability distribution (Cochran, 1955), given
AHK , of which is
PðHK Þ ¼ ½2I0 ðAHK Þ1 expðAHK cos HK Þ;

ð16:1:3:2Þ

where
AHK ¼ ð2=N 1=2 ÞjEH EK EHþK j

ð16:1:3:3Þ

and N is the number of atoms, here presumed to be identical, in
the primitive unit cell. This distribution is illustrated in Fig.
16.1.3.1. The expected value of the cosine of a particular triplet,
HK , is given by the ratio of modiﬁed Bessel functions,
I1 ðAHK Þ=I0 ðAHK Þ.
Estimates of the invariant values are most reliable when the
normalized structure-factor magnitudes (jEH j, jEK j and jEHK j)
are large and the number of atoms in the corresponding primitive
unit cell, N, is small. This is one important reason why direct
phasing is more difﬁcult for macromolecules than it is for small
molecules. Four-phase or quartet invariants have proven helpful
in small-molecule structure determination, particularly when

16.1.3. Starting the phasing process
The phase problem of X-ray crystallography may be deﬁned as
the problem of determining the phases ’ of the normalized
structure factors E when only the magnitudes jEj are given.
Owing to the atomicity of crystal structures and the redundancy
of the known magnitudes, the phase problem is overdetermined
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used passively as the basis for a ﬁgure of merit (DeTitta et al.,
1975). However, the reliability of these invariants, as given by
their conditional probability distribution (Hauptman, 1975), is
proportional to 1=N, and they have not as yet been shown to be
useful for macromolecular phasing. The reliability of higherorder invariants decreases even more rapidly as structure size
increases.

mization of the minimal function, and maximization of Karle–
Hauptman determinants (Section 16.1.12.7).

16.1.3.2. ‘Multisolution’ methods and trial structures

(Karle & Hauptman, 1956), is the relationship used in conventional direct-methods programs to compute ’H given a sufﬁcient
number of pairs (’K ; ’HK ) of known phases. It can also be used
within the phase-reﬁnement portion of the dual-space Shakeand-Bake procedure (Weeks, Hauptman et al., 1994; Usón &
Sheldrick,
1999). The variance associated with ’H depends on
P
1=2
E
E
E
and, in practice, the estimate is only
K H K HK =N
reliable for jEH j  1 and for structures with a limited number
of atoms (N). If equation (16.1.4.1) is used to redetermine
previously known phases, the phasing process is referred to as
tangent-formula reﬁnement; if only new phases are determined,
the phasing process is tangent expansion.
The tangent formula can be derived using the assumption of
equal resolved atoms. Nevertheless, it suffers from the disadvantage that, in space groups without translational symmetry, it is
perfectly fulﬁlled by a false solution with all phases equal to zero,
thereby giving rise to the so-called ‘uranium-atom’ solution with
one dominant peak in the corresponding Fourier synthesis. In
conventional direct-methods programs, the tangent formula is
often modiﬁed in various ways to include (explicitly or implicitly)
information from the so-called ‘negative’ quartet invariants
(Schenk, 1974; Hauptman, 1974; Giacovazzo, 1976) that are
dependent on the smallest as well as the largest E magnitudes.
Such modiﬁed tangent formulas do indeed largely overcome the
problem of pseudosymmetric solutions for small N, but because
of the dependence of quartet-term probabilities on 1=N, they are
little more effective than the normal tangent formula for large N.

16.1.4.1. The tangent formula
The tangent formula,
P

jE E
j sinð’K þ ’HK Þ
;
tanð’H Þ ¼ P K K HK
jE
E
j
cosð’
K HK
K þ ’HK Þ
K

Successful crystal structure determination requires that sufﬁcient phases be found such that a Fourier map computed using
the corresponding structure factors will reveal the atomic positions. It is particularly important that the biggest terms (i.e.,
largest jEj) be included in the Fourier series. Thus, the ﬁrst step in
the phasing process is to sort the reﬂections in decreasing order
according to their jEj values and to choose the number of large
jEj reﬂections that are to be phased. The second step is to
generate the possible invariants involving these intense reﬂections and then to sort them in decreasing order according to their
AHK values. Those invariants with the largest AHK values are
retained in sufﬁcient number to achieve the desired overdetermination. Ab initio phase determination by direct methods
requires not only a set of invariants, the average values of the
cosines of which are presumed to be known, but also a set of
starting phases. Therefore, the third step in the phasing process is
the assignment of initial phase values. If enough pairs of phases,
’K and ’HK , are known, the structure invariants can then be
used to generate further phases ð’H Þ which, in turn, can be used
to evaluate still more phases. Repeated iterations will permit
most reﬂections with large jEH j to be phased.
Depending on the space group, a small number of phases can
be assigned arbitrarily in order to ﬁx the origin position and, in
noncentrosymmetric space groups, the enantiomorph or polaraxis direction. However, except for the simplest structures,
these reﬂections provide an inadequate foundation for further
phase development. Historically, a ‘multisolution’ or multi-trial
approach (Germain & Woolfson, 1968) was taken in which other
reﬂections are each assigned many different starting values in the
hope that one or more of the resultant phase combinations will
lead to a solution. Solutions, if they occurred, were identiﬁed on
the basis of some suitable ﬁgure of merit. Although phases can be
evaluated sequentially, the order determined by a so-called
convergence map (Germain et al., 1970), it has become standard
in recent years to use a random-number generator to assign
initial values to all available phases from the outset (Baggio et al.,
1978; Yao, 1981). A variant of this procedure is to use the
random-number generator to assign initial coordinates to the
atoms in the trial structures and then to obtain initial phases
from a structure-factor calculation. In addition, some dual-space
programs [SHELXD (Schneider & Sheldrick, 2002), HySS
(Grosse-Kunstleve & Adams, 2003)] can also use the Patterson
function to generate starting atoms or phases (see Section 16.1.8).

ð16:1:4:1Þ

16.1.4.2. The minimal function
Constrained minimization of an objective function like the
minimal function,
.P
P
2
RðÞ ¼
AHK cos HK  ½I1 ðAHK Þ=I0 ðAHK Þ
AHK
H;K

H;K

ð16:1:4:2Þ
(Debaerdemaeker & Woolfson, 1983; Hauptman, 1991; DeTitta
et al., 1994), provides an alternative approach to phase reﬁnement or phase expansion. RðÞ is a measure of the mean-square
difference between the values of the triplets calculated using a
particular set of phases and the expected values of the same
triplets as given by the ratio of modiﬁed Bessel functions. The
minimal function is expected to have a constrained global
minimum when the phases are equal to their correct values for
some choice of origin and enantiomorph (the minimal principle).
Experimentation has thus far conﬁrmed that, when the minimal
function is used actively in the phasing process and solutions are
produced, the ﬁnal trial structure corresponding to the smallest
value of RðÞ is a solution provided that RðÞ is calculated
directly from the atomic positions before the phase-reﬁnement
step (Weeks, DeTitta et al., 1994). Therefore, RðÞ is also an
extremely useful ﬁgure of merit. The minimal function can also
include contributions from higher-order (e.g. quartet) invariants,
although their use is not as imperative as with the tangent
formula because the minimal function does not have a minimum

16.1.4. Reciprocal-space phase reﬁnement or expansion
(shaking)
Once a set of initial phases has been chosen, it must be reﬁned
against the set of structure invariants whose values are presumed
known. In theory, any of a variety of optimization methods could
be used to extract phase information in this way. However, so far
only three purely reciprocal-space methods have been shown to
be of practical value: tangent reﬁnement, parameter-shift opti-
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when all phases are zero. In practice, quartets are rarely used in
the minimal function because they increase the CPU time while
adding little useful information for large structures.
The cosine function in equation (16.1.4.2) can also be replaced
by other functions of the phases giving rise to alternative minimal
functions. Examples include an exponential expression that has
been found to give superior results for several P1 structures
(Hauptman et al., 1999). In addition, substructure determination
using a very simple and computationally efﬁcient modiﬁed
minimal function,
mð’Þ ¼ 1  ðNI =NT Þ

pretation of an electron-density map could be expanded into a
complete solution by transformation back to reciprocal space and
then performing additional iterations of phase reﬁnement with
the tangent formula. Automatic real-space electron-density-map
interpretation in the Shake-and-Bake procedure consists of
selecting an appropriate number of the largest peaks in each
cycle to be used as an updated trial structure without regard to
chemical constraints other than a minimum allowed distance
between atoms. If markedly unequal atoms are present, appropriate numbers of peaks (atoms) can be weighted by the proper
atomic numbers during transformation back to reciprocal space
in a subsequent structure-factor calculation. Thus, a priori
knowledge concerning the chemical composition of the crystal is
utilized, but no knowledge of constitution is required or used
during peak selection. It is useful to think of peak picking in this
context as simply an extreme form of density modiﬁcation
appropriate when atomic resolution data are available. In theory,
under appropriate conditions it should be possible within the
dual-space direct-methods framework to replace peak picking by
alternative density-modiﬁcation procedures such as low-density
elimination (Shiono & Woolfson, 1992; Refaat & Woolfson, 1993)
or solvent ﬂattening (Wang, 1985). The imposition of physical
constraints counteracts the tendency of phase reﬁnement to
propagate errors or produce overly consistent phase sets. Several
variants of peak picking, which are discussed below, have been
successfully employed within the framework of Shake-and-Bake.

ð16:1:4:3Þ

(where I is an arbitrary interval [r, r], NI is the number of
triplets whose values lie in I and NT is the total number of
triplets), has been reported (Xu & Hauptman, 2004, 2006; Xu et
al., 2005) and incorporated into the BnP software (see Section
16.1.12.4).
16.1.4.3. Parameter shift
In principle, any minimization technique could be used to
minimize RðÞ by varying the phases. So far, a seemingly simple
algorithm, known as parameter shift (Bhuiya & Stanley, 1963),
has proven to be quite powerful and efﬁcient as an optimization
method when used within the Shake-and-Bake context to reduce
the value of the minimal function. For example, a typical phasereﬁnement stage consists of three iterations or scans through the
reﬂection list, with each phase being shifted a maximum of two
times by 90 in either the positive or negative direction during
each iteration. The reﬁned value for each phase is selected, in
turn, through a process which involves evaluating the minimal
function using the original phase and each of its shifted values
(Weeks, DeTitta et al., 1994). The phase value that results in the
lowest minimal-function value is chosen at each step. Reﬁned
phases are used immediately in the subsequent reﬁnement of
other phases. It should be noted that the parameter-shift routine
is similar to that used in -map reﬁnement (White & Woolfson,
1975) and XMY (Debaerdemaeker & Woolfson, 1989).

16.1.5.1. Simple peak picking
In its simplest form, peak picking consists of simply selecting
the top Nu E-map peaks where Nu is the number of unique non-H
atoms in the asymmetric unit. This is adequate for true smallmolecule structures. It has also been shown to work well for
heavy-atom or anomalously scattering substructures where Nu is
taken to be the number of expected substructure atoms (Smith et
al., 1998; Turner et al., 1998). For larger structures (Nu > 100), it is
likely to be better to select about 0:8Nu peaks, thereby taking into
account the probable presence of some atoms that, owing to high
thermal motion or disorder, will not be visible during the early
stages of a structure determination. Furthermore, a study by
Weeks & Miller (1999b) has shown that structures in the 250–
1000-atom range which contain a half dozen or more moderately
heavy atoms (i.e., S, Cl, Fe) are more easily solved if only 0:4Nu
peaks are selected. The only chemical information used at this
stage is a minimum inter-peak distance, generally taken to be
1.0 Å. For substructure applications, a larger minimum distance
(e.g. 3 Å) is more appropriate, provided that care is taken with
disulﬁde bridges (Section 16.1.11).

16.1.5. Real-space constraints (baking)
For several decades, classical direct methods operated exclusively
in reciprocal space, determining phases through statistical relationships between them. Only when this process had converged
did the method move into real space by calculating one or more
electron-density maps that were examined using stereochemical
criteria. In macromolecular crystallography, density modiﬁcation
has always played a central role in phasing. A major advance in
direct methods for macromolecules (and large molecules in
general) occurred when density-modiﬁcation methods were
incorporated and adapted into the phasing procedure. They are
often very simple: peaks which give rise to unrealistic geometries
or which are too weak are removed, new structure factors are
calculated and hence new phase angles are derived in an iterative
process. (They can also be quite sophisticated as in ACORN2,
which we will discuss in Section 16.1.12.1.) A consequence of
this is that the once-clear dividing line between direct methods
and other structure-solution techniques has become somewhat
blurred.
Peak picking is a simple but powerful way of imposing
an atomicity constraint. The potential for real-space phase
improvement in the context of small-molecule direct methods
was recognized by Karle (1968). He found that even a relatively
small, chemically sensible, fragment extracted by manual inter-

16.1.5.2. Iterative peaklist optimization
An alternative approach to peak picking is to select approximately Nu peaks as potential atoms and then eliminate some of
them, one by one, while maximizing a suitable ﬁgure of merit
such as
P
P ¼ jE2c jðjE2o j  1Þ:
ð16:1:5:1Þ
H

The top Nu peaks are used as potential atoms to compute jEc j.
The atom that leaves the highest value of P is then eliminated.
Typically, this procedure, which has been termed iterative peaklist
optimization (Sheldrick & Gould, 1995), is repeated until only
2Nu =3 atoms remain. Use of equation (16.1.5.1) may be regarded
as a reciprocal-space method of maximizing the ﬁt to the originremoved sharpened Patterson function, and it has been used for
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this purpose in molecular replacement (Beurskens, 1981). Subject
to various approximations, maximum-likelihood considerations
also indicate that it is an appropriate function to maximize
(Bricogne, 1998). Iterative peaklist optimization provides a
higher percentage of solutions than simple peak picking, but it
suffers from the disadvantage of requiring much more CPU time
and so is less effective than the random-omit method described in
the next section.

16.1.7. Resolution enhancement: the ‘free lunch’ algorithm
Direct methods take a set of phases, reﬁne them and also
determine new ones. There is no reason, however, why they
cannot be used to predict new amplitudes as well. If density
modiﬁcation of a real-space map is performed, then any process
of real-space density modiﬁcation will, following a Fourier
transformation, give structure-factor amplitudes for reﬂections
that were not used to generate it, and these can be outside the
resolution limit. If direct methods require atomic resolution data,
can we use these techniques to extrapolate structure factors (i.e.
predict not only phases, but also amplitudes for missing data) and
extend data resolution? The idea is not new, but it has been quite
extensively studied in recent years. Sheldrick has termed such
algorithms ‘free lunch’, with reference to the saying: ‘There is no
such thing as a free lunch’! In one example (Usón et al., 2007),
weak SIRAS starting phase information followed by density
modiﬁcation led to an |Fo| weighted mean phase error (MPE) of
54 at 1.98 Å resolution, but when the density modiﬁcation was
performed with amplitude extrapolation to 1.0 Å, the MPE fell to
17 . Caliandro et al. (2005a,b) used Patterson or direct methods
to obtain trial phases that are submitted to various densitymodiﬁcation methods. Following this, extrapolated phases were
generated. This too transformed uninterpretable maps into a
solution amenable to automatic tracing. Palatinus et al. (2007)
used maximum entropy (ME) methods for amplitude extrapolation. In some ways these should be ideal for this purpose, and
it is worth noting that ME maps have, de facto, optimal resolution
enhancement built in, although they can be difﬁcult to generate
for large structures.
Why does this work, and why is it sometimes so spectacular?
The answer probably lies with the fact that maps are much more
sensitive to phases than amplitudes and, if the model bias of
predicting new amplitudes is not too great, then using a nonzero
value is better than zero, which is the default. Fourier-truncation
errors may also be reduced, resulting in less spurious map detail.

16.1.5.3. Random omit maps
A third peak-picking strategy involves selecting approximately
1:3Nu of the top peaks and eliminating some, but, in this case, the
deleted peaks are chosen at random. Typically, one-third of the
potential atoms are removed, and the remaining atoms are used
to compute Ec. By analogy to the common practice in macromolecular crystallography of omitting part of a structure from a
Fourier calculation in the hope of ﬁnding an improved position
for the deleted fragment, this version of peak picking is described
as random omit. This procedure helps to prevent the dual-space
recycling from getting stuck in a local minimum and is thus an
efﬁcient search algorithm.

16.1.6. Fourier reﬁnement
E-map recycling, but without phase reﬁnement (Sheldrick, 1982,
1990; Kinneging & de Graaff, 1984), has been frequently used in
conventional direct-methods programs to improve the completeness of the solutions after phase reﬁnement. It is important to
apply Fourier reﬁnement to Shake-and-Bake solutions also
because such processing signiﬁcantly increases the number of
resolved atoms, thereby making the job of map interpretation
much easier. Since phase reﬁnement via either the tangent
formula or the minimal function requires relatively accurate
invariants that can only be generated using the larger E magnitudes, a limited number of reﬂections are phased during the
actual dual-space cycles. Working with a limited amount of
data has the added advantage that less CPU time is required.
However, if the current trial structure is the ‘best’ so far based on
a ﬁgure of merit (either the minimal function or a real-space
criterion), then it makes sense to subject this structure to Fourier
reﬁnement using additional data, thereby reducing seriestermination errors. The correlation coefﬁcient
P

P  P
P
CC ¼
wE2o E2c w 
wE2o wE2c
nhP
2 i
P  P

wE4o w 
wE2o
hP
2 io1=2
P  P
ð16:1:6:1Þ

wE4c w 
wE2c

16.1.8. Utilizing Pattersons for better starts
When slightly heavier atoms such as sulfur are present, it is
possible to start recycling procedures from a set of atomic
positions that are consistent with the Patterson function. For
large structures, the vectors between such atoms will correspond
to Patterson densities around or even below the noise level, so
classical methods of locating the positions of these atoms
unambiguously from the Patterson are unlikely to succeed.
Nevertheless, the Patterson function can still be used to ﬁlter sets
of starting atoms. This ﬁlter is currently implemented as follows
in SHELXD. First, a sharpened Patterson function (Sheldrick et
al., 1993) is calculated, and the top 200 (for example) non-Harker
peaks further than a given minimum distance from the origin are
selected, in turn, as two-atom translation-search fragments, one
such fragment being employed per solution attempt. For each of
a large number of random translations, all unique Patterson
vectors involving the two atoms and their symmetry equivalents
are found and sorted in order of increasing Patterson density. The
sum of the smallest third of these values is used as a ﬁgure of
merit (PMF). Tests showed that although the globally highest
PMF for a given two-atom search fragment may not correspond
to correct atomic positions, nevertheless, by limiting the number
of trials, some correct solutions may still be found. The two-atom
vectors are chosen by biased random sampling that favours the
vectors corresponding to higher Patterson values. The two atoms

(Fujinaga & Read, 1987), where weights w ¼ 1=½0:04 þ  2 ðEo Þ,
has been found to be an especially effective ﬁgure of merit when
used with all the data and is, therefore, suited for identifying the
most promising trial structure at the end of Fourier reﬁnement.
Either simple peak picking or iterative peaklist optimization can
be employed during the Fourier-reﬁnement cycles in conjunction
with weighted E maps (Sim, 1959). The ﬁnal model can be further
improved by isotropic displacement parameter ðBiso Þ reﬁnement
for the individual atoms (Usón et al., 1999) followed by calculation of the Sim (1959) or sigma-A (Read, 1986) weighted map.
This is particularly useful when the requirement of atomic resolution is barely fulﬁlled, and it makes it easier to interpret the
resulting maps by classical macromolecular methods.
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type tangent expansion (Karle, 1968). During tangent or
parameter-shift reﬁnement with SnB, all phases computed in
the preceding structure-factor calculation (steps 4 or 9) are
reﬁned. During tangent expansion in SHELXD, the phases
of (typically) the 40% highest calculated E magnitudes are
held ﬁxed, and the phases of the remaining 60% are determined by using the tangent formula. If there is a tendency for
SHELXD to produce uranium-atom solutions, more phases
should be held ﬁxed in the tangent phase expansion.
(b) In real space, SnB uses simple peak picking, varying the
number of peaks selected on the basis of structure size and
composition. SHELXD contains provisions for all the forms
of peak picking described above.
(c) SnB relies primarily on the minimal function [equation
(16.1.4.2)] as a ﬁgure of merit whereas SHELXD uses the
correlation coefﬁcient [equation (16.1.6.1)], calculated using
all data, after the ﬁnal dual-space (internal) cycle and in the
real-space (external) loop. In addition, SHELXD calculates a
further correlation coefﬁcient, CCweak, calculated in the same

Table 16.1.8.1
Overall success rates for full structure solution for hirustasin using
different two-atom search vectors chosen from the Patterson peak list
Resolution
(Å)

Two-atom search fragments

Solutions per
1000 attempts

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.5
1.5

Top 100 general Patterson peaks
Top 300 general Patterson peaks
One vector, error = 0.08 Å
One vector, error = 0.38 Å
One vector, error = 0.40 Å
One vector, error = 1.69 Å
Top 100 general Patterson peaks
Top 100 general Patterson peaks
One vector, error = 0.29 Å

86
38
14
41
219
51
10
4
61

may be used to generate further atoms using a full Patterson
superposition minimum function or a weighted difference
synthesis.
In the case of the small protein BPTI (Schneider, 1998), 15 300
attempts based on 100 different search vectors led to four ﬁnal
solutions with mean phase error less than 18 , although none of
the globally highest PMF values for any of the search vectors
corresponded to correct solutions. Table 16.1.8.1 shows the
effect of using different two-atom search fragments for hirustasin,
a previously unsolved 55-amino-acid protein containing ﬁve
disulﬁde bridges ﬁrst solved using SHELXD (Usón et al., 1999).
It is not clear why some search fragments perform so much better
than others; surprisingly, one of the more effective search vectors
deviates considerably (1.69 Å) from the nearest true S–S vector.

16.1.9. Shake-and-Bake: an analysis of a dual-space method in
action
The Shake-and-Bake algorithm generated the SnB program
written in Buffalo at the Hauptman–Woodward Institute, principally by Charles Weeks and Russ Miller (Miller et al., 1994;
Weeks & Miller, 1999a). SHELXD (Usón & Sheldrick, 1999;
Schneider & Sheldrick, 2002) and later HySS (Grosse-Kunstleve
& Adams, 2003) were both inspired by SnB and employ the
Shake-and-Bake philosophy with various modiﬁcations, in
particular involving the use of the Patterson function to obtain
starting phases. It is instructive to see how such software works in
detail.
16.1.9.1. Flowchart and program comparison
A ﬂowchart for the generic Shake-and-Bake algorithm, which
provides the foundation for these programs, is presented in Fig.
16.1.9.1. It contains two reﬁnement loops embedded in the trialstructure loop. The ﬁrst of these loops (steps 5–9) is a dual-space
phase-improvement loop entered by all trial structures, and the
second (steps 11–14) is a real-space Fourier-reﬁnement loop
entered only by those trial structures that are currently judged to
be the best on the basis of some ﬁgure of merit. These loops have
been called the internal and external loops, respectively, in
previous descriptions of the SHELXD program (e.g. Sheldrick &
Gould, 1995; Sheldrick, 1997, 1998). Currently, the major algorithmic differences between the programs are the following:

Figure 16.1.9.1
A ﬂowchart for the Shake-and-Bake procedure, which is implemented in
both SnB and SHELXD. The essence of the method is the dual-space
approach of reﬁning trial structures as they shuttle between real and
reciprocal space. In the general case, steps 7 and 12 are any densitymodiﬁcation procedure, and steps 9 and 14 are inverse Fourier
transforms rather than structure-factor calculations. The optional steps
8 and 13 take the form of iterative peaklist optimization or random omit
maps in SHELXD. Any suitable starting model can be used in step 3,
and SHELXD attempts to improve on random models (when possible)
by utilizing Patterson-based information. Step 4 is bypassed if phase sets
(random or otherwise) provide the starting point for the dual-space loop.
SHELXD enters the real-space loop if the FOM (correlation coefﬁcient)
is within a speciﬁed threshold (1–5%) of the best value so far.

(a) During the reciprocal-space segment of the dual-space loop
(Fig. 16.1.9.1, step 5), SnB can perform tangent reﬁnement or
use parameter shift to reduce the minimal function [equation
(16.1.4.2)] or an exponential variant of the minimal
function (Hauptman et al., 1999). SHELXD performs Karle-
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by SHELXD is probably PDB code 2pnk (to be published),
solved by Qingping Xu of the Joint Center for Structural
Genomics (JCSG), with 197 correct and no incorrect Se sites out
of 205 (the other eight were disordered). About 1.6 million trials
were needed (using multiple CPUs) to obtain one correct solution when Patterson seeding was employed, but with the randomomit method many good solutions were obtained. This example
also illustrates the point that it is important not to give up too
soon!
The substructure solution program HySS in the PHENIX
system is more-or-less a clone of SHELXD. For further details
see Section 16.1.12.5.

Table 16.1.9.1
Recommended parameter values for the SnB program
Values are expressed in terms of Nu, the number of unique non-H atoms (solvent
atoms are typically ignored). Full-structure recommendations are for data sets
measured to 1.1 Å resolution or better. Only heavy atoms or anomalous scatterers
are counted for substructures.

Parameter

Full structures

Substructures

Phases

10Nu

30Nu

Triplet invariants

100Nu

300Nu

Peaks (with S, Cl)
Peaks (no ‘heavy’)

0.4Nu
0.8Nu

Nu

Cycles

Nu/2 if Nu < 100
or if Nu < 400 with S, Cl
etc.; Nu otherwise

2Nu (minimum 20)

16.1.9.3. Recognizing solutions
way but using only the weak reﬂections, i.e. those not used
directly for phasing.

On account of the intensive nature of the computations
involved, SnB and SHELXD are designed to run unattended for
long periods while also providing ways for the user to check the
status of jobs in progress. The progress of current SnB jobs can be
followed by monitoring a ﬁgure-of-merit histogram for the trial
structures that have been processed (Fig. 16.1.9.2). A clear
bimodal distribution of ﬁgure-of-merit values is a strong indication that a solution has, in fact, been found. However, not all
solutions are so obvious, and it sometimes pays to inspect the best
trial even when the histogram is unimodal. The course of a typical
solution as a function of SnB cycle is contrasted with that of a
nonsolution in Fig. 16.1.9.3. Minimal-function values for a solution usually decrease abruptly over the course of just a few cycles,
and a tool is provided within SnB that allows the user to visually
inspect the trace of minimal-function values for the best trial
completed so far. Fig. 16.1.9.3 shows that the abrupt decrease in
minimal-function values corresponds to a simultaneous abrupt
increase in the number of peaks close to true atomic positions. In

16.1.9.2. Parameters and procedures
All of the major parameters of the Shake-and-Bake procedure
(i.e., the numbers of reﬁnement cycles, phases, triplet invariant
relationships and peaks selected) are a function of structure size
and can be expressed in terms of Nu, the number of unique non-H
atoms in the asymmetric unit. These parameters have been ﬁnetuned in a series of tests using data for both small and large
molecules (Weeks, DeTitta et al., 1994; Chang et al., 1997; Weeks
& Miller, 1999b). Default (recommended) parameter values used
in the SnB program are summarized in Table 16.1.9.1. At resolutions in the 1.1–1.4 Å range, recalcitrant data sets can sometimes be made to yield solutions if (1) the phase:invariant ratio
is increased from 1:10 to values ranging between 1:20 and 1:50
or (2) the number of dual-space reﬁnement cycles is doubled
or tripled. The presence of moderately heavy atoms (e.g. S, C,
Fe) greatly increases the probability of success at resolutions less
than 1.2 Å; in general, the higher the fraction of such atoms
the more the resolution requirement can be relaxed, provided
that these atoms have low B values. Thus, disulﬁde bridges
are much more helpful than methionine sulfur atoms because
they tend to have lower B values. Parameter recommendations
for substructures are based on an analysis of the peakwavelength anomalous-difference data for S-adenosylhomocysteine (AdoHcy) hydrolase (Turner et al., 1998). Parameter shift
with a maximum of two 90 steps [indicated by the shorthand
notation PS(90 , 2)] is the default phase-reﬁnement mode.
However, some structures (especially large P1 structures) may
respond better to a single larger shift [e.g. PS(157.5 , 1)] (Deacon
et al., 1998). This seems to reduce the frequency of false minima
(see Section 16.1.10.1).
In general, the parameter values used in SHELXD are similar
to those used in SnB. However, the combination of random omit
maps with tangent extension has been found to be the most
effective strategy within the context of SHELXD for ab initio
solution of the full stucture, and so is used as the default mode
(see Section 16.1.10.2 for details). For substructure solution,
especially for small substructures, it is normally faster to use
starting atoms from Patterson seeding. Although both random
omit and Patterson seeding can increase the success rate by an
order of magnitude, combining both does not produce much
further improvement. For very large substructures, and especially
for very high symmetry space groups where the Patterson
analysis is more time consuming, the random-omit procedure can
be the more effective of the two. The largest substructure solved

Figure 16.1.9.2
A histogram of ﬁgure-of-merit values (minimal function) for 378
scorpion toxin II trials. This bimodal histogram suggests that ten trials
are solutions.
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programs have also solved a large number of previously unsolved
structures that had defeated conventional direct methods; some
examples are listed in Table 16.1.10.1. The overall quality of
solutions is generally very good, especially if appropriate action is
taken during the Fourier-reﬁnement stage. Most of the time, the
Shake-and-Bake method works remarkably well, even for rather
large structures. However, in problematic situations, the user
needs to be aware of options that can increase the chance of
success.
16.1.10.1. Avoiding false minima
The frequent imposition of real-space constraints appears to
keep dual-space methods from producing most of the false
minima that plague practitioners of conventional direct methods.
Translated molecules have not been observed (so far), and
traditionally problematic structures with polycyclic ring systems
and long aliphatic chains are readily solved (McCourt et al., 1996,
1997). False minima of the type that occur primarily in space
groups lacking translational symmetry and are characterized by a
single large ‘uranium’ peak do occur frequently in P1 and occasionally in other space groups. Triclinic hen egg-white lysozyme
exhibits this phenomenon regardless of whether parameter-shift
or tangent-formula phase reﬁnement is employed. An example
from another space group (C222) is provided by the Se substructure data for AdoHcy hydrolase (Turner et al., 1998). In this
case, many trials converge to false minima if the feature in the
SnB program that eliminates peaks at special positions is not
utilized.
The problem with false minima is most serious if they have a
‘better’ value of the ﬁgure of merit being used for diagnostic
purposes than do the true solutions. Fortunately, this is not the
case with the uranium ‘solutions’, which can be distinguished on
the basis of the minimal function [equation (16.1.4.2)] or the
correlation coefﬁcient [equation (16.1.6.1)]. However, it would be
inefﬁcient to compute the latter in each dual-space cycle since it
requires that essentially all reﬂections be used. To be an effective
discriminator, the ﬁgure of merit must be computed using the
phases calculated from the point-atom model, not from the
phases directly after reﬁnement. Phase reﬁnement can and does
produce sets of phases, such as the uranium phases, which do not
correspond to physical reality. Hence, it should not be surprising
that such phase sets might appear ‘better’ than the true phases
and could lead to an erroneous choice for the best trial. Peak
picking, followed by a structure-factor calculation in which the
peaks are sensibly weighted, converts the phase set back to
physically allowed values. If the value of the minimal function
computed from the reﬁned or unconstrained phases is denoted by
Runc and the value of the minimal function computed using the
constrained phases resulting from the atomic model is denoted by
Rcon , then a function deﬁned by

Figure 16.1.9.3
Tracing the history of a solution and a nonsolution trial for scorpion
toxin II as a function of Shake-and-Bake cycle. (a) Minimal-function
ﬁgure of merit, and (b) number of peaks closer than 0.5 Å to true atomic
positions. Simple peak picking (200 or 0.4Nu peaks) was used for 500
(Nu) cycles, and 500 peaks (Nu) were then selected for an additional 50
(0.1Nu) dual-space cycles. The solution (which had the lowest minimalfunction value) was then subjected to 50 cycles of Fourier reﬁnement.

this example, a second abrupt increase in correct peaks occurs
when Fourier reﬁnement is started.
Since the correlation coefﬁcient is a relatively absolute ﬁgure
of merit (given atomic resolution, values greater than 65% almost
invariably correspond to correct solutions), it is usually clear
when SHELXD has solved a structure, although when the data
do not extend to atomic resolution the CC values are less informative, and for a substructure they depend strongly on the data
quality.

R ratio ¼ ðRcon  Runc Þ=ðRcon þ Runc Þ

ð16:1:10:1Þ

can be used to distinguish false minima from other nonsolutions
as well as the true solutions (Xu et al., 2000). Once a trial falls into
a false minimum, it never escapes. Therefore, the R ratio can be
used, within SnB, as a criterion for early termination of unproductive trials. Based on data for several P1 structures, it appears
that termination of trials with R ratio values exceeding 0.2 will
eliminate most false minima without risking rejection of any
potential solutions. In the case of triclinic lysozyme, false minima
can be recognized, on average, by cycle 25. Since the default
recommendation would be for 1000 cycles, a substantial saving in
CPU time is realized by using the R ratio early-termination test.

16.1.10. Applying dual-space programs successfully
The solution of the (known) structure of triclinic lysozyme by
SHELXD and shortly afterwards by SnB (Deacon et al., 1998)
ﬁnally broke the 1000-atom barrier for direct methods (there
happen to be 1001 protein atoms in this structure!). Both
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Table 16.1.10.1
Some large structures solved by the Shake-and-Bake method
Previously known test data sets are indicated by an asterisk ( ). When two numbers are given in the resolution column, the second indicates the lowest resolution at which
truncated data have yielded a solution. The program codes are SnB (S) and SHELXD (D). The largest substructures solved by these two programs are mentioned in the
text.

Compound

Space group

Nu (molecule)

Nu + solvent

Nu (heavy)

Resolution (Å)

Program

Reference

Hirustasin
Cyclodextrin derivative
Alpha-1 peptide
Rubredoxin*
Vancomycin
BPTI*
Cyclodextrin derivative
Balhimycin*
Mg-complex*
Scorpion toxin II*
Bucandin
Decaplanin
Amylose-CA26
Viscotoxin B2
Mersacidin
Cv HiPIP H42Q*
Feglymycin
Acutohaemolysin
Tsuchimycin
HEW lysozyme*
rc-WT Cv HiPIP
Cytochrome c3

P43 21 2
P21
P1
P21
P1
P21 21 21
P21
P21
P1
P21 21 21
C2
P21
P1
P21 21 21
P32
P21 21 21
P65
C21
P1
P1
P21 21 21
P31

402
448
408
395
404
453
504
408
576
508
516
448
624
722
750
631
828
1010
1069
1001
1264
2024

467
467
471
497
547
561
562
598
608
624
634
635
771
818
826
837
1026
1242
1293
1295
1599
2208

10S
—
Cl
Fe, 6S
12Cl
7S
28S
8Cl
8Mg
8S
10S
4Cl
—
12S
24S
4Fe
—
17S
24Ca
10S
8Fe
8Fe

1.2–1.55
0.88
0.92
1.0–1.1
0.97
1.08
1.00
0.96
0.87
0.96–1.2
1.05
1.00
1.10
1.05
1.04
0.93
1.10
0.8
1.00
0.85
1.20
1.20

D
D
S
S, D
S
D
D
D
D
S
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
S
D
S, D
D
D

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20], [21]
[16]
[22]

References: [1] Usón et al. (1999); [2] Aree et al. (1999); [3] Privé et al. (1999); [4] Dauter et al. (1992); [5] Loll et al. (1998); [6] Schneider (1998); [7] Reibenspiess et al. (2000); [8] Schäfer et al.
(1998); [9] Teichert (1998); [10] Smith et al. (1997); [11] Kuhn et al. (2000); [12] Lehmann et al. (2003); [13] Gessler et al. (1999); [14] Pal et al. (2008); [15] Schneider et al. (2000); [16] Parisini et al.
(1999); [17] Bunkóczi et al. (2005); [18] Liu et al. (2003); [19] Bunkóczi (2004); [20] Deacon et al. (1998); [21] Walsh et al. (1998); [22] Frazão et al. (1999).

It should be noted that SHELXD optionally deletes the highest
peak if the second peak is less than a speciﬁed fraction (e.g. 40%)
of the height of the ﬁrst, in an attempt to ‘kick’ the structure out
of a false minimum.
Recognizing false minima is, of course, only part of the battle.
It is also necessary to ﬁnd a real solution, and essentially 100% of
the triclinic lysozyme trials were found to be false minima when
the standard parameter-shift conditions of two 90 shifts were
used. In fact, signiﬁcant numbers of solutions occur only when
single-shift angles in the range 140–170 are used (Fig. 16.1.10.1),
and there is a surprisingly high success rate (percentage of trial

structures that go to solutions) over a narrow range of angles
centred about 157.5 . It is also not surprising that there is a
correlated decrease in the percentage of false minima in the
range 140–150 . This suggests that a fruitful strategy for structures that exhibit a large percentage of false minima would be the
following. Run 100 or so trials at each of several shift angles in the
range 90–180 , ﬁnd the smallest angle which gives nearly zero
false minima, and then use this angle as a single shift for many
trials. Balhimycin (Schäfer et al., 1998) is an example of a large
non-P1 structure that also requires a parameter shift of around
154 to obtain a solution using the minimal function.
16.1.10.2. Choosing a reﬁnement strategy
Variations in the computational details of the dual-space loop
can make major differences in the efﬁcacy of SnB and SHELXD.
Fig. 16.1.10.2 shows the results of different strategies tested
on a 148-atom P1 structure (Karle et al., 1989) while developing
SHELXD. The CPU time requirements of parameter-shift (PS)
and tangent-formula expansion (TE) are similar, both being
slower than no phase reﬁnement (NR). In real space, the
random-omit-map strategy (RO) was slightly faster than simple
peak picking (PP) because fewer atoms were used in the
structure-factor calculations. Both of these procedures were
much faster than iterative peaklist optimization (PO). The
original SHELXD algorithm (TE + PO) performs quite well in
comparison with the SnB algorithm (PS + PP) in terms of the
percentage of correct solutions, but less well when the efﬁciency
is compared in terms of CPU time per solution. Surprising, the
two strategies involving random omit maps (PS + RO and TE +
RO), which had been included in the test as placebos, are much
more effective than the other algorithms, especially in terms of
CPU efﬁciency. Indeed these two runs appear to approach a
100% success rate as the number of cycles becomes large. The
combination of random omit maps and Karle-type tangent

Figure 16.1.10.1
Success rates for triclinic lysozyme are strongly inﬂuenced by the size of
the parameter-shift angle. Each point represents a minimum of 256 trials.
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Figure 16.1.10.3
Success rates for the 317-atom P21 21 21 structure of gramicidin A.

peaklist optimization (PO) is competitive in such cases because
the CPU time penalty associated with it is much smaller than
when many atoms are involved.
With hindsight, it is possible to understand why the random
omit maps provide such an efﬁcient search algorithm. In macromolecular structure reﬁnement, it is standard practice to omit
parts of the model that do not ﬁt the current electron density
well, to perform some reﬁnement or simulated annealing (Hodel
et al., 1992) on the rest of the model to reduce memory effects,
and then to calculate a new weighted electron-density map (omit
map). If the original features reappear in the new density, they
were probably correct; in other cases the omit map may enable a
new and better interpretation. Thus, random omit maps should
not lead to the loss of an essentially correct solution, but enable
efﬁcient searching in other cases. It is also interesting to note that
the results presented in Figs. 16.1.10.2 and 16.1.10.3 show that it is
possible, albeit much less efﬁciently, to solve both structures using
random omit maps without the use of any phase relationships
based on probability theory (curves NR + RO).

Figure 16.1.10.2
(a) Success rates and (b) cost effectiveness for several dual-space
strategies as applied to a 148-atom P1 structure. The phase-reﬁnement
strategies are: (PS) parameter-shift reduction of the minimal-function
value, (TE) Karle-type tangent expansion (holding the top 40% highest
Ec ﬁxed) and (NR) no phase reﬁnement but Sim (1959) weights applied
in the E map (these depend on Ec and so cannot be employed after phase
reﬁnement). The real-space strategies are: (PP) simple peak picking using
0:8Nu peaks, (PO) peaklist optimization (reducing Nu peaks to 2Nu =3),
and (RO) random omit maps (also reducing Nu peaks to 2Nu =3). A total
of about 10 000 trials of 400 internal loop cycles each were used to
construct this diagram.

16.1.10.3. Expansion to P1
The results shown in Table 16.1.1.1 and Fig. 16.1.10.2 indicate
that success rates in space group P1 can be anomalously high.
This suggests that it might be advantageous to expand all structures to P1 and then to locate the symmetry elements afterwards.
However, this is more computationally expensive than performing the whole procedure in the true space group, and in
practice such a strategy is only competitive in low-symmetry
space groups such as P21, C2 or P1 (Chang et al., 1997). Expansion to P1 also offers some opportunities for starting from
‘slightly better than random’ phases. One possibility, successfully
demonstrated by Sheldrick & Gould (1995), is to use a rotation
search for a small fragment (e.g. a short piece of -helix) to
generate many sets of starting phases; after expansion to P1 the
translational search usually required for molecular replacement
is not needed. Various Patterson superposition minimum functions (Sheldrick & Gould, 1995; Pavelčı́k, 1994) can also provide
an excellent start for phase determination for data expanded to
P1. Drendel et al. (1995) were successful in solving small organic
structures ab initio by a Fourier recycling method using perturbed
Fourier amplitudes and data expanded to P1 without the use of

expansion appears to be even more effective (Fig. 16.1.10.3) for
gramicidin A, a P21 21 21 structure (Langs, 1988). It should be
noted that conventional direct methods incorporating the tangent
formula tend to perform better for this space group than in P1,
perhaps because there is less risk of a uranium-atom pseudosolution.
Subsequent tests using SHELXD on several other structures
have shown that the use of random omit maps is much more
effective than picking the same ﬁnal number of peaks from the
top of the peak list. However, it should be stressed that it is the
combination TE + RO that is particularly effective. A possible
special case is when a very small number of atoms is sought (e.g.
Se atoms from MAD data). Preliminary tests indicate that
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probability theory. The random-omit procedure combined with
expansion to P1 in SHELXD also enables structures to be solved
efﬁciently even when the tangent formula phase extension is
switched off; this has the advantage that lower E values can be
used than would be suitable for the tangent formula, but at the
cost of increasing the CPU time per solution. The program
ACORN2 (Dodson & Woolfson, 2009) is also particularly effective in P1; it applies sophisticated density modiﬁcation and
dual-space recycling with a special density disturbance term
(POWDM) that is applied every tenth cycle. For the P1 form of
lysozyme (see Table 16.1.10.1), good phases can be obtained by
ACORN2 starting from a fragment as small as two sulfur atoms
for the 0.93 Å data. Expansion of the data to P1 is an essential
feature of the charge-ﬂipping approach described in Section
16.1.12.6. In general, one can say that dual-space recycling of data
expanded to P1 requires some reasonable perturbation of the
density (e.g. charge ﬂipping or random peak omit) to prevent
stagnation, but with this precaution provides a simple and
effective approach to structure solution.

eliminating data with uncertain measurements. Guidelines for
rejecting uncertain data have been suggested (Smith et al., 1998).
Consideration should be limited to those data pairs ðjE1 j; jE2 jÞ
[i.e., isomorphous pairs ðjEnat j; jEder jÞ and anomalous pairs
ðjEþH j; jEH jÞ] for which


min jE1 j=ðjE1 jÞ; jE2 j=ðjE2 jÞ  xmin
ð16:1:10:2Þ
and
kE1 j  jE2 k
2
½ ðjE1 jÞ þ  2 ðjE2 jÞ1=2

 ymin ;

ð16:1:10:3Þ

where typically xmin ¼ 3 and ymin ¼ 1. The ﬁnal choice of maximum resolution to be used should be based on inspection of the
spherical shell averages hjE j2 is versus hsi where s ¼ sinðÞ=.
The purpose of this precaution is to avoid spuriously large jE j
values for high-resolution data pairs measured with large
uncertainties due to imperfect isomorphism or general fall-off of
scattering intensity with increasing scattering angle. Only those
jE j’s for which
jE j=ðjE jÞ  zmin

16.1.10.4. Substructure applications

ð16:1:10:4Þ

(typically zmin ¼ 3) should be deemed sufﬁciently reliable for
subsequent phasing. The probability of very large difference jEj’s
(e.g. >5) is remote, and data sets that appear to have many such
measurements should be examined critically for measurement
errors. If a few such data remain even after the adoption of
rigorous rejection criteria, it may be best to eliminate them
individually. A paper by Blessing & Smith (1999) elaborates
further data-selection criteria. On the other hand, it is also
important that the phase:invariant ratio be maintained at 1:10 in
order to ensure that the phases are overdetermined. Since the
largest jEj’s for the substructure cell are more widely separated
than they are in a true small-molecule cell, the relative number of
possible triplets involving the largest reciprocal-lattice vectors
may turn out to be too small. Consequently, a relatively small
number of substructure phases (e.g. 10Nu) may not have a
sufﬁcient number (i.e., 100Nu) of invariants. Since the number of
triplets increases rapidly with the number of reﬂections considered, the appropriate action in such cases is to increase the
number of reﬂections, as suggested in Table 16.1.9.1. This will
typically produce the desired overdetermination.
It is rare for Se atoms to be closer to each other than 5 Å, and
the application of SnB to AdoHcy hydolase data truncated to 4
and 5 Å has been successful. Success rates were less for lowerresolution data, but the CPU time required per trial was also
reduced, primarily because much smaller Fourier grids were
necessary. Consequently, there was no net increase in the CPU
time needed to ﬁnd a solution.

It has been known for some time that conventional direct
methods can be a valuable tool for locating the positions of
heavy-atom substructures using isomorphous (Wilson, 1978) and
anomalous (Mukherjee et al., 1989) difference structure factors.
Experience has shown that successful substructure applications
are highly dependent on the accuracy of the difference magnitudes. As the technology for producing selenomethioninesubstituted proteins and collecting accurate multiple-wavelength
(MAD) data has improved (Hendrickson & Ogata, 1997; Smith,
1998), there has been an increased need to locate many selenium
sites. For larger structures (e.g. more than about 30 Se atoms),
automated Patterson interpretation methods can be expected to
run into difﬁculties since the number of unique peaks to be
analysed increases with the square of the number of atoms.
Experimentally measured difference data are an approximation
to the data for the hypothetical substructure, and it is reasonable
to expect that conventional direct methods might run into difﬁculties sooner when applied to such data. Dual-space direct
methods provide a more robust foundation for handling such
data, which are often extremely noisy. Dual-space methods also
have the added advantage that the expected number of Se atoms,
Nu, which is usually known, can be exploited directly by picking
the top Nu peaks. Successful applications require great care
in data processing, especially if the jFA j values resulting from a
MAD experiment are to be used.
SHELXD is frequently successfully employed with |FA| values
derived from multiwavelength MAD data generated, for
example, by the programs SHELXC (Sheldrick, 2008, 2010) or
XPREP (Bruker AXS, Madison, WI). The decision at which
resolution the data should be truncated for substructure determination is best taken on the basis of the correlation coefﬁcients
between the signed anomalous differences (Schneider & Sheldrick, 2002). On the other hand, SnB is normally applied separately to anomalous and dispersive differences. In many cases,
both approaches lead to successful substructure solution. The
real advantage of MAD data is that they provide more experimental phase information (i.e. better maps) and this is most
important at medium to low resolution. The amount of data
available for substructure problems is much larger than for fullstructure problems with a comparable number of atoms to be
located. Consequently, the user can afford to be stringent in

16.1.11. Substructure solution for native sulfurs and halide soaks
In the past, experimental phasing usually involved either the
preparation of selenomethionine derivatives or the incorporation
of heavy-metal ions by soaking crystals with a low concentration
of the metal salt for several hours. The ﬁrst of these methods
required time in the wet lab and did not work well for all
expression systems; the second had a low success rate. The
improved quality of modern diffraction data collected from cryocooled crystals makes it now possible to exploit the weak
anomalous signal from the native sulfur atoms or from halide ions
introduced by soaking with a high concentration of a halide
(iodide or bromide) for a few seconds immediately before
cryocooling the crystal (Dauter et al., 2000, 2001; Usón et al.,
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dumbbells rather than single atoms in the peak-search part of the
dual-space recycling (Debreczeni et al., 2003); this dramatically
improves the quality of the higher-resolution starting phases.
Because the weak anomalous signal is swamped by the noise at
higher resolution in such SAD experiments, it is often essential to
truncate the resolution of the anomalous difference data before
searching for the substructure. For MAD experiments, it is
customary to truncate the data to the resolution at which the
correlation coefﬁcient between the signed anomalous differences
falls below 30% (Schneider & Sheldrick, 2002). The same
criterion can be used for SAD experiments if two independent
data sets (e.g. from two different crystals) are available. As a
compromise, the signed anomalous differences can be divided
randomly into two sets, and then the correlation coefﬁcient
between them can be calculated. However, since these sets are
not completely independent, a higher threshold (say 40%) might
be advisable. An alternative criterion is to truncate the data at
the point where the ratio of the mean absolute anomalous
difference to its mean standard deviation falls below ~1.3, but this
requires rather precise estimates of the standard deviations. In
borderline cases, especially when multiple CPUs are available, it
is probably safer simply to run the substructure solution for a
range of different resolution cutoffs in parallel, and this is already
implemented in several of the automated phasing pipelines.
Sometimes good solutions are only obtained in a rather limited
resolution cutoff range. A good starting value for sulfur SAD is
the diffraction limit plus 0.5 Å.

Figure 16.1.11.1
Relative occupancy against peak number for SHELXD substructure
solutions of elastase. (a) Sulfur-SAD experiment showing the presence
of the 12 expected sulfur atoms. (b) Iodide soak. Subsequent analysis
showed that the peaks with relative occupancies less than 0.2 are mainly
noise. These ﬁgures were made with HKL2MAP (Pape & Schneider,
2004).

16.1.12. Computer programs for dual-space phasing
Macromolecular crystallography is well served with free, highquality, open-source software. Programs that provide directmethods phasing for macromolecular problems will now be
outlined. Although they all (except CRUNCH2) implement
procedures that can be described more-or-less as dual-space
methods, there are also appreciable differences from the three
programs discussed so far. In this section, we have attempted to
highlight these differences.

2003). The success of these approaches is also made possible by
the ability of modern, dual-space, substructure-solution programs
to locate correctly a large number of sites, possibly with varying
occupancies, using the SAD and SIRAS approaches.
In selenomethionine SAD and MAD phasing and in sulfur
SAD phasing, the variation of the occupancies (reﬁned in the
ﬁnal two cycles in the case of SHELXD) provides a very good
indication as to whether the structure has been solved. Fig.
16.1.11.1(a) shows the phasing of elastase with sulfur SAD; a
sharp drop in the relative occupancy after the 12th site conﬁrms
the expected presence of 12 sulfur atoms. For an iodide soak of
the same protein (Fig. 16.1.11.1b), the relative occupancies show
a gradual fall with peak number. Since the number of sites is
difﬁcult to estimate in advance for a halide soak and SHELXD
needs to know this number approximately (within say 20%), it
may be necessary to make several trials with different numbers of
expected sites. From experience, the best number to use is the
one that causes the occupancies to fall to about 0.2 relative to the
strongest peak. Usually, subsequent reﬁnements of the occupancies show that all the sites are partially occupied for halide
soaks.
When the anomalous signal does not extend beyond about
2.0 Å, the two sulfur atoms of a disulﬁde bridge coalesce to a
single maximum, often referred to as a supersulfur atom. At low
resolution, this increases the signal-to-noise ratio for such sites in
the dual-space procedure, but tends to impede phase extension to
higher resolution (e.g. when density modiﬁcation is applied to the
native data with the starting phases estimated using these
supersulfur atoms). An efﬁcient way around this problem is to ﬁt

16.1.12.1. ACORN
ACORN (Yao et al., 2006) and its successor ACORN2 (Dodson
& Woolfson, 2009) start with a fragment. This fragment can be
very small: 1–8% in ACORN, and as little as 0.25% of the scattering is reported for ACORN2. Strictly speaking, these are not
direct-methods programs, since they solve and reﬁne crystal
structures from poor starting phase sets that are usually derived
from a known fragment. However, since this fragment can be
very small, and since for P1 structures a single heavy atom at the
origin sufﬁces as a useable starting point, they are included here.
The data are normalized to give E magnitudes and partitioned
into three sets: (1) large observed normalized magnitudes, (2)
small magnitudes (typically < 0.2), and (3) the unobserved
reﬂections (which are given values of unity) for a resolution
range. A fragment is used to generate a set of phases, and this is
followed by a sophisticated density-modiﬁcation procedure:
ðnþ1Þ ¼ 0 if ðnÞ
ðnþ1Þ



ðnþ1Þ



¼

ðnÞ

L;

tanh½0:2ððnÞ =Þ  if ðnÞ > L;

¼ T if 

ðnþ1Þ

ð16:1:12:1Þ

> T;

where  is the standard deviation of the map density and
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T ¼ maxðT1 þ c þ 0:5c2 ; 100Þ;
T1 ¼

M
N

1=2

Zmax
;
14

3

T1

15;

to direct-space reﬁnement. When misplaced molecular fragments
are present, the structures can often be solved by the RELAX
procedure (Burla et al., 2003). In this procedure, the phases of a
trial solution obtained in the correct space group are extended
and reﬁned in P1 by direct-space techniques. The appropriate
ﬁgures of merit are used to determine the appropriate vector shift
to operate on the fragment.
Patterson deconvolution may also be used in conjunction with
direct methods. A superposition minimum function is used. The
ﬁrst peak from this procedure is always used in the phasing
process. For each of the remaining peaks (the number of which
depends on the size of the structure to be solved and on its data
resolution), a set of phases is obtained which is ranked by a
speciﬁc early ﬁgure of merit (pFOM) deﬁned as

ð16:1:12:2Þ

where M is the number of observable reﬂections within the
resolution sphere and N is the number of atoms in the unit cell
(excluding H atoms). The unconstrained value of T1 is approximately 0.5 of the expected peak height of the heaviest atom in the
E map with perfect phases; c is the cycle number.
L ¼ L1  Lc=n
;
 1 2 

L1 ¼ 1:05 B=r  1 ðZmax Þ;

ð16:1:12:3Þ

where B is the usual overall temperature factor;  is a cubic
function going through the points (, Z) = (0.84, 16), (0.96, 30),
(1.15, 34.5) and (1.24, 48). If Zmax < 16, the value Z = 16
(corresponding to sulfur) is used, and for Zmax > 48, the value Z =
48 (corresponding to cadmium) is used. The value of L is thus
reduced in n cycles from L1 to zero.
n ¼ nintð0:5=pÞ;
where ‘nint’ indicates the nearest integer and
P
2
fragment Z
p¼P
2:
all atoms Z

pFOM ¼ =RðÞ;

where  is the usual standard deviation of the electron-density
map and RðÞ is the minimal function [equation (16.1.4.2)].
Irrespective of whether direct or Patterson methods are used,
direct-space reﬁnement techniques consist of cycles of electrondensity modiﬁcation (in which only a small fraction of the electron densities are inverted to obtain new phases), and a mask
from molecular envelope calculations is applied. The correct
solution is identiﬁed by a ﬁnal ﬁgure of merit (fFOM), and the
program automatically stops when fFOM exceeds a given
threshold that depends on data resolution and structural
complexity. The Patterson deconvolution methods proved to be,
by far, the most efﬁcient ones for large structures and, therefore,
have been chosen as the default procedure in this case. They
extended the size of the macromolecular structures that are
solvable ab initio to more than 6000 non-H atoms in the asymmetric unit, provided that at least one calcium atom is present in
the asymmetric unit and atomic resolution data are available
(Burla et al., 2007).
In favourable circumstances, IL MILIONE is also able to solve
protein structures with data resolution up to 1.4–1.5 Å and to
provide interpretable electron-density maps. The program has
been tested using about 100 structures randomly taken from
among those in the PDB with resolution better than 1.6 Å. It was
able to solve all the test structures that had atomic resolution
data, less than 2000 non-H atoms in the asymmetric unit
(Nasym), and atoms heavier than calcium present (Zmax > 20).
The solution efﬁciency is reduced to 84% for structures with
atomic resolution data, Zmax > 20 and Nasym > 2000, and it is
reduced further when these conditions are not fully met. In the
presence of atoms as heavy as Ho, Au, Hg or Yb, solutions of
structures composed of more than 1000 atoms have been
achieved at resolutions as low as 2.0 Å. Finally, it was successful
even at 1.65 Å for a case containing up to 7890 non-hydrogen
atoms in the asymmetric unit (Caliandro et al., 2008).
IL MILIONE can also apply direct methods to SIR and MIR
data. Two different approaches may be followed for protein
crystal-structure solution from isomorphous data (up to ﬁve
derivatives may be used). The triplet phase invariants are estimated via the conditional probability distribution function,

ð16:1:12:4Þ

ð16:1:12:5Þ

Finally,
 ¼ 17:24ðr  1Þ5 þ 1:5:

ð16:1:12:6Þ

This use of  improves performance at low resolution. There is
also an E limit,
Elim ¼ ½0:15 þ ð1=rÞð0:85 þ 10pÞ;

ð16:1:12:8Þ

ð16:1:12:7Þ

imposed with the proviso that 0:75 Elim 1:25. Resolution
enhancement is simple: all missing data can optionally be given a
value of 1.0, which is the square root of the expectation value of
E2 from Wilson statistics. It can be seen that this procedure
always needs a fragment, but this can be very small indeed.
Examples include ﬁve S atoms in the catalytic domain of chitinase
A1 from Bacillus circulans WL-12 (Matsumoto et al., 1999) that
account for less than 1% of the scattering density and oxidoreductase (Haynes et al., 1994) with less than 0.5% of the scattering power in the initial fragment. In the latter case, the space
group is P1 so one heavy atom can be placed at the unit-cell
origin. Two atoms deﬁne the fragment: one was placed at the
origin and the second in a position compatible with the Patterson
map. The ﬁnal mean phase error was 31.6 . ACORN2 is available
as part of the CCP4 package at http://www.ccp4.ac.uk.
16.1.12.2. IL MILIONE
The IL MILIONE software is a product of the Bari group
(Burla et al., 2007). It provides a complete suite of programs for
structure solution including software for processing SAD, MAD
or SIRAS data or for molecular replacement. We will focus here
on the ab initio procedures in this package. Ab initio phasing uses
triplets and tangent procedures or Patterson methods. Directspace reﬁnement using density modiﬁcation is employed along
with the use of a resolution extension procedure. For the initial
phasing, triplet invariants are evaluated by means of the P10
formula (Cascarano et al., 1984). The tangent formula [equation
(16.1.4.1)] is used in conjunction with these triplet-phase estimates starting with random phases and multiple starting points.
An early ﬁgure of merit (eFOM) is calculated for each tangent
trial and only the best trial solutions based on this are submitted

Pðp jEpH ; EpK ; EpHþK ; EdH ; EdK ; EdHþK Þ ¼ ½2I0 ðG cos p Þ
ð16:1:12:9Þ
(Hauptman, 1982a; Giacovazzo et al., 1988, 1996), where p is the
triplet phase of the protein and
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appears to be solved. The PHENIX package can be obtained at
http://www.phenix-online.org/.

G ¼ 2ð 3 =23=2 Þp EpH EpK EpHþK þ 2qð 3 =23=2 ÞH H K HþK
 ¼ ðFd  Fp Þ=1=2
H :

ð16:1:12:10Þ

The factor q takes into account lack of isomorphism and
measurement errors, and the  parameters are isomorphous
differences normalized with respect to the heavy-atom structure.
p is expected to be close to 0 or  according to whether G is
positive or negative. A starting set of phases is generated by a
random process, a weighted tangent formula is applied to these
phases and various trials are produced among which the correct
solution may be found by a suitable ﬁgure of merit. If multiple
derivatives are available, the program is able to estimate automatically, for each derivative, the scattering power of the heavyatom structure and also to suggest which is the best derivative.
The IL MILIONE package can be obtained from http://
www.ic.cnr.it.

16.1.12.6. SUPERFLIP: charge ﬂipping
Charge ﬂipping is a disturbingly simple dual-space algorithm
(Oszlányi & Süto, 2004, 2005, 2008). It uses as input only the cell
parameters of the structure, the reﬂection indices and the
intensities. The intensities can be corrected for thermal motion
via an overall temperature factor if required, and this is often
beneﬁcial. Neither chemical information nor the symmetry is
explicitly used in the structure solution process. The electron
density is sampled on a discrete rectangular grid of pixels with
values i, i = 1, Npix. The algorithm proceeds iteratively. To begin
the process, a starting set of structure factors is created by
combining the experimental structure-factor amplitudes with
random phases. Each iteration or cycle (numbered n) involves
four steps:

16.1.12.3. SHELX

(1) A trial electron density (n) is obtained by inverse Fourier
transform of the structure factors in the usual way.
(2) A modified density g(n) is obtained from (n) by reversing the
sign (charge ﬂipping) of all density pixels with density below
a certain positive threshold  as follows:

The SHELX family of programs is widely used for small- to
medium-sized structure solution and reﬁnement. The family also
contains three programs that are extensively used in macromolecular crystallography: SHELXC, SHELXD and SHELXE.
For an overview of the SHELX system, see Sheldrick (2008).
SHELXC is a housekeeping program designed to prepare the
necessary ﬁles for SHELXD and SHELXE. SHELXD (Sheldrick, 1998; Schneider & Sheldrick, 2002; Usón & Sheldrick,
1999) is employed both for substructure solution and for ab initio
direct methods for atomic resolution data as described elsewhere
in this chapter. Fu et al. (2007) have shown how to adapt it to
multiple CPU systems. SHELXE (Sheldrick, 2002, 2008, 2010)
improves experimental phases from SAD, SIRAS or MAD data
or starting phases from molecular replacement by iterative
density modiﬁcation and autotracing. SHELX can be obtained at
http://shelx.uni-ac.gwdg.de/SHELX/.

ðnÞ
gðnÞ
if ðnÞ
i ¼ i
i > ;
ðnÞ
if ðnÞ
gðnÞ
i ¼ i
i

ð16:1:12:11Þ
:

(3) Modiﬁed structure factors are obtained by Fourier transform
of g(n),
ðnÞ
GðnÞ
H ¼ FT½g :

ð16:1:12:12Þ

(4) The structure factors FHðnþ1Þ are obtained from FHðnþ1Þ and
¼ jGðnþ1Þ
j expð2i’G
Gðnþ1Þ
H Þ as follows:
H
H

16.1.12.4. SnB and BnP

(a) FHðnþ1Þ ¼ jFH j expð2i’G
H Þ for |FH| observed and strong.
G
j
exp½2ið’
(b) FHðnþ1Þ ¼ jGðnÞ
H þ 0:25Þ for |FH| observed and
H
weak. In other words, for these reﬂections, calculated
moduli are accepted unchanged and calculated phases
are shifted by a constant ’ ¼ =2. This means that the
observed data of weak reﬂections are not used actively
in the process, except for the knowledge that they are
indeed weak. Experience shows that about 20–40% of all
reﬂections can be considered weak. This use of the phase
shifting of the weak reﬂections signiﬁcantly improves the
performance of the algorithm in cases of more complex
structures (Oszlányi & Süto, 2005); in some cases the
success rate is increased by a factor of ten, in other cases a
previously unsolvable structure becomes solvable by the
modiﬁed algorithm.
(c) FHðnþ1Þ ¼ 0 for |FH| unobserved.
(d) FHðnþ1Þ ¼ GðnÞ
H for H = 0. In other words, the value of F000 is
not ﬁxed.

SnB was the ﬁrst program to solve small macromolecules ab
initio, using a global cost function [equation (16.1.4.2)] that
reﬂects how well the calculated phases ﬁt the expected distribution of the triplets. It is fully described elsewhere in this chapter
and is an effective tool in structure and substructure determination. Versions are available for multiple CPU systems
(Rappleye et al., 2002) and computational grids (Miller et al.,
2007). It is also available as part of the BnP package (Weeks et al.,
2002) that was produced in collaboration with the Biocrystallography Laboratory at the University of Pittsburgh for the
experimental phasing of macromolecules. SnB is available from
http://www.hwi.buffalo.edu/SnB/ and BnP from http://www.hwi.
buffalo.edu/BnP/.
16.1.12.5. HySS
The substructure solution program HySS (Grosse-Kunstleve &
Adams, 2003), which is part of the PHENIX package (Adams et
al., 2007), is closely modelled on SHELXD but was implemented
using the cctbx libraries (Grosse-Kunstleve et al., 2002). The main
differences to SHELXD are (1) the translational search for twoatom fragments is performed by Fourier methods followed by a
peak search rather than a random search, (2) the use of the
tangent formula in reciprocal space is replaced by squaring the
density in real space, and (3) several termination criteria are
implemented so that the program can stop when the structure

The new set of structure factors enters the next cycle or iteration.
The cycles are repeated until the calculation converges. Progress
is monitored by a conventional R factor where a small change in
R signals convergence. The parameter  is the main variable of
the iteration, and its value can be critical. It must often be
determined by trial and error, but this search can be automated.
The second variable parameter of the algorithm is the proportion
of the reﬂections considered weak in each cycle.
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The algorithm seeks a Fourier map that is stable against
repeated ﬂipping of all density regions below . Obviously, a large
number of missing reﬂections will make the algorithm less efﬁcient, because the missing reﬂections are assigned a zero amplitude, which induces large termination ripples in the Fourier map.
The underlying assumption of the algorithm, that the density is
close to zero in large regions of the unit cell and positive in small
parts of the unit cell, is no longer fulﬁlled and the algorithm fails.
The question of incomplete data has been addressed by Palatinus
et al. (2007). They show that the missing data can be approximated on the basis of the Patterson map of the unknown structure optimized by the maximum-entropy method. Structures that
could not be solved by the original charge-ﬂipping algorithm can
be solved in this way. For small molecules, 50% or more of the
reﬂections can be missing, and the structure can still be reconstructed by charge ﬂipping. The situation for macromolecules is
less clear.
Symmetry is an important issue. Surprisingly, in the chargeﬂipping method, all structures are solved in space group P1, and
all symmetry constraints are ignored. Attempts to impose symmetry usually damage the process fatally. The disadvantage of
this is that the charge density of the whole unit cell must be
determined, and not just that of the asymmetric unit. Furthermore, the symmetry elements must be located once a solution has
been found. A computer program, SUPERFLIP (Palatinus &
Chapuis, 2007), and a Java applet that demonstrates the procedure in two dimensions are freely available for download at
http://escher.epﬂ.ch/ﬂip/.
The charge-ﬂipping method has been adapted to proteins
(Dumas & van der Lee, 2008) and applied to a P1 structure with
7111 atoms [i.e. liver alcohol dehydogenase in complex with
NADH and Cd-DMSO: 5866 protein atoms, 1241 waters and 4 Cd
atoms (Meijers et al., 2007)]. In common with other methods
described in this chapter, charge ﬂipping is much more effective
for data to very high resolution (in this case 1.0 Å) and especially
for structures containing heavier atoms. The method can also, in
principle, be used for substructure determination; the solution of
known substructures with as many as 120 unique Se atoms is
reported in the same paper.

resolutions more typical for macromolecules without the need for
speciﬁc prior structural knowledge.
The extensive (and successful) use of atomicity constraints
both in real space (peak picking) and reciprocal space (tangent
formula and minimal function) make it difﬁcult to overcome the
need for atomic resolution data in the Shake-and-Bake methods.
At lower resolution, the atomicity constraint should be replaced
by another based on the recurrence of model fragments that can
be predicted a priori from the protein sequence (e.g. small
polyalanine -helices, -sheets, cofactors, bases, disulﬁde bridges
etc.). The effectiveness of a very small, yet accurate, fraction of
the total scattering mass in the form of a fragment or heavy atoms
is apparent from the results of ACORN2 and IL MILIONE.
Shortly before this chapter went to press, a paper by the Usón
group (Rodrı́guez et al., 2009) showed a possible way ahead in the
case of equal-atom structures, by exploiting general features of
protein secondary structure. In its current form, the method
requires that the protein is at least 20% -helical and diffracts to
2.0 Å or better, requirements that would be fulﬁlled by at least a
quarter of the protein crystal structures deposited in the PDB.
The method was successfully applied to four test structures and
one previously unsolved 222 amino-acid structure that diffracted
to 1.95 Å and had resisted all previous attempts at solution by
molecular replacement and experimental phasing. The method
exploits the power of the molecular-replacement program
PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007) to search for multiple copies of
(for example) 14-residue -helices with data truncated to 2.5 Å,
retaining several thousand ‘best’ solutions at each stage as judged
by maximum-likelihood criteria. These potential multi-helix
solutions are all input into a new version of the program
SHELXE (Sheldrick, 2010) that applies density modiﬁcation and
main-chain tracing iteratively. At some point, depending on the
size of the structure and the quality of the data, but typically for a
trial structure consisting of three or four -helices making up
some 12% of the structure, the autotracing locks in and gives a
relatively complete backbone trace that can be immediately
recognized both by the number of connected residues traced and
a correlation coefﬁcient between the calculated and observed E
values. A multiple CPU computer grid is essential for performing
these numerically intensive calculations in parallel, and the whole
branching and pruning operation is performed under the control
of the program ARCIMBOLDO. This approach is still at an early
stage and should beneﬁt from ﬁne-tuning and the inevitable
future increases in computer power, but it clearly has the
potential to become a main-stream ab initio method for the
solution of protein structures.

16.1.12.7. CRUNCH2 – Karle–Hauptman determinants
The program CRUNCH2 is quite different to the other
programs mentioned in this section. With the exception of some
E-map recycling at the end to complete a substructure,
CRUNCH2 operates entirely in reciprocal space by maximizing
higher-order Karle–Hauptman determinants (Karle & Hauptman, 1950; de Gelder et al., 1993). It is incorporated into the
automated CRANK pipeline for macromolecular structure
solution (Ness et al., 2004). The quality of the substructure
solutions obtained appears to be at least as good as those
from the dual-space programs, but it may be slower for large
substructures.

The development, in Buffalo, of the Shake-and-Bake algorithm
and the SnB program has been supported by grants GM-46733
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16.1.13. Conclusions and the grand challenge
In practice, the main use of direct methods in macromolecular
crystallography is to obtain substructures using SAD and MAD
data where the limitations of the method can be relaxed. There
are, of course, a few structures solved ab initio, but they are
relatively uncommon. There is a grand challenge here: to solve ab
initio macromolecular structures using the native data alone at
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